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Call from Dr Dewhurst at St Richards Hospital Chichester. Met withi Code A ion 
Tuesday afternoon to go through medic a_[ .r.e_c_o_ rds of late father- Mr Wil-soni--A-ske-cl if i.C-odiA’ 
had made a complaint. I explained tha~.c.o._d.e_..Ajwas one of the relatives at the CHI press 
conference and had been offered the opportunity to go through his late father’s records with 
an independent doctor by lan Piper. 

Dr D said that he was very worried about the treatment this man received. He was frail and 
at risk and at best would have needed a rest home when he left. As soon as he moved to 
GWMH he went from being on paracetamol and was started on morphine straight away. He 
was instantly put on a decent dose, the next day it was doubled and the day after therre was 
a comment that he was very unwell, breathless (which would not have been suprising) the 
day after, he died. 

Very concerned about treatment - certainly not mainstream. Sort of treatment would give if 
had terminal cancer. 

Worried about dr prescribing and that they would do it again. 

I asked if he was able to identify the dr concerned - he checked the records and said it was 
the same as the clerking in dr - initials JAB. 
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I asked how it had been left with L_Code__A__j- he said he had to be honest and i Code A §sked if 
this was the sort of treatment he would have given - he had to say that it would not have 
been. 
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He felt he had to call to let us know. I said his call was appreciated and thanked him for his 
honesty. He asked if there was anything further we wanted him to do. I explained that there 
was further information that had come to light and that this was with the police. I said I 
would discuss with Fiona and it may well be that he would be contacted at a later date. 
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